OT Home International
Friday 26th – Saturday 27 August 2011 –
Griffin-Lloyd S.G.
NEWS ON THE OLYMPIC TRAP HOME INTERNATIONAL:

TEAM RESULTS:
1ST
2ND
3RD
4TH
5th

ENGLAND
WALES
SCOTLAND
N/IRELAND
IRELAND

This year Wales had the honour of hosting the OT Home International.
It took place at Griffin-Lloyd Shooting Ground on the 26th/27th August
2011. The weather conditions were changeable with sunny intervals
and showers making the light variable and the targets testing for the
home nation teams (England, Ireland, Northern Ireland, Scotland and
Wales)
Each competitor shot 75 targets each day over two days. After day
one Scott Morgan (Wales) was leading the event having shot 73 ex 75.
James Sole (England) was three targets behind him on 70.
On the second day Scott again
shot well however, a determined
James had filled the gap with
both Scott and James equal on
142 ex 150.
An exciting sudden death single
barrel shoot off would determine
the High Gun of the Match.

Competitors gathered around to watch the shoot off.
fourth target that determined the High Gun
of the match. James nailing his leaving the
pressure building on Scott to secure his
target which was sadly missed. Hats off to
Scott on his outstanding performance over
the 2 days.

It was the

The Welsh Senior Team shot very well and
maintained their 2nd position after Day 1 to take second place in the
competition.
Senior Team: Scott Morgan, Mike Wixey, Norman Owen (NC), Graham
Evans (NC), Jonathan Davies, Neil Jones, Phil Dando, Nick Lyons and
Sarah Wixey (NC).

Good performances were also put in by Cheryl Gizzi (Lady), George
Seabourne (NC) (Junior) and Roland Hill (Veteran).
The competition was rounded off nicely with all the teams coming
together on Saturday evening to attend the Banquet at the Burton
Hotel in Kington. After the three course meal Del Davies undertook
the presentation of awards to competitors.
We look forward to next year’s Olympic Trap Home International
which will be staged at Carnview, Northern Ireland.

